Rev. Dr. John Pridmore
Thank-you so much for showing me an extraordinarily fascinating and powerful film. I only wish
I'd had something of the kind in my teaching days. What a resource for a session with a group of
sceptical sixth-formers, say! A persuasive symposium of faces and voices too
Andrew Wright
Professor of Religious & Theological Education, Centre for Theology, Religions & Culture
Department of Education & Professional Studies, King's College London
I found the film challenging and thought provoking: an excellent resource that has the potential to
enrich students theological literacy and spiritual discernment!
Christopher Matthew, broadcaster and television critic
What an EXCELLENT film - at the simplest level an interesting history lesson simply told,
reminding us that Moses was a real man and in many ways as great an influence on all our lives
as anyone who has ever lived. ........ A timely reminder that Moses is as important a figure to
Christians as he is to Jews. A very, very good piece of work. You must be proud.
Canon Roger Royle (former chaplain to Eton and Wogan!)
Well done - a lot of thought went into Missing Moses and the bringing together of Jewish and
Christian insights was of tremendous value. All the speakers had something to say which was
well worth hearing. .....
St Pixels (e-church community)
Excellent - I've started a St Pixels discussion on the basis of it.
Rabbi Mark Winer, USA
I'm getting lots of good feedback on Missing Moses. People are really watching and responding.
Rabbi Michael Lerner, Rabbi, Beyt Tikkun Synagogue in S.F. and Berkeley
Good work on that film!!!
Rabbi Debbie Young-Somers, AFAN (any faith and none) internet discussion
This 20 minute video explores the story of Moses and the cost of Freedom... how do we relate to a
God who allows, even causes, the suffering of people in order to achieve freedom for others.

Rev Dr. Janet Williams, senior lecturer in religious studies and philosophy at
Cirencester College.
Congratulations on producing such a superb resource. I'm in the course of delivering a series of
talks/workshops called 'Sharing Stories' - an interfaith journey through story............... Next week
we look at Judaism. It would be wonderful to use your resource as a starting-point for the group there is so much we could do with it.
Senior Chaplain - NHS Trust
It could be an excellent (resource for) volunteers in chaplaincy and me too I think
Rev Dr John Gay, Culham
I’ll pass it on to Diana and also to Tony who runs our REonline.
Professor Dan Cohn-Sherbok PhD, DD
Dramatic and fascinating...... a monumental task......-many congratulations.
Rev. Ann Richardson, Chaplain to the Deaf
I would be interested in this DVD if it has subtitles........ It looks very good
Myrna Grant PhD,
former Dean of Communication, Wheaton College, Illinois
I loved Moses...

